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Prospects of Top-Notch Tournaments Exclusive live production of

USA’s No.1 pro-am series is being launched on ESPN. The World Poker
Tour (WPT) is more than a poker TV show. They have their own

website, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube pages. Tens of thousands of
poker players have watched the WPT on television and online for

more than 15 years. Now the WPT is branching out. "ESPN has the
largest and most passionate sports fan base in the world, and now

we'll be able to reach tens of millions of fans via social media with our
live production of our flagship series," said WPT Executive Producer

Steve Zolotow. "We can't wait to bring our fans the best poker
broadcast experience possible." In addition to production of the web-
exclusive WPT High Roller Challenge, the WPT will live-stream their

high-stakes tournaments on WPT.com, including the WPT
Championship and the WPT Millionaires' Club Championship. Scott

Schneider, president of WPT Productions, says the WPT’s online
presence will grow significantly. "Live production will be more video

and fewer people as we continue to increase the size of our live
production team," Schneider said. While the WPT travels the world,
their home base is at ESPN. Schneider says the WPT is the longest
running pro-am series, first appearing in 1993. "I think the WPT is

responsible for the success and proliferation of poker in North
America," said veteran poker player and Piers Morgan's "Poker Night"
host Phil Gordon. Gordon is a member of the "WPT Founder's Club" – a

group of previous WPT players who receive discounts at courses
around the country. He is also a commentator for the WPT
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